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Towards a European research space for cultural and scientific heritage

At this moment the discussions concerning a future EU research programme (a 6th Framework 
Programme for Research and Development) are on-going. The Cultural Heritage Applications 
unit of the European Commission's DG Information Society wishes to animate the 'cultural part' of 
this discussion. Making use of the presence of many renown experts at the EVA events, we have 
collected answers and comments to some basic questions. The answers to these questions were 
brought together into a "Florence Agenda" (after EVA Florence, March 2001). Following this, a 
second, similar exercise has been carried out under the title "the Glasgow Response" (EVA 
Scotland, July 2001).

The follow up to the Florence Agenda and the Glasgow Response will come forward as what is 
called the Berlin Conclusions. This response will be built similarly around the EVA Berlin 2001 
conference, based on feedback to the questions by the conference speakers, workshopleaders 
and session chairs.

The questions asked and some answers summarised:

What are the key challenges (and priorities) to be addressed concerning RTD for culture and 
science in Europe over the next 5-10 years?

Overall the lead theme is to promote cultural awareness thus contributing to the 
integration process Europe wide and to avoid (an increase of the) digital devide.

why be addressed by the European Union? 
what would happen if not

For all is said that "...if not,... Europe would be at a loss..."? we can only be 
competitive together.

Which technologies will have most impact on our domain over the next 5 years? (and, over the 
next lOyears?)

... the overall lead is with the arrival of those technologies that will help understand 
heritage.
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Who are the key stakeholders (institutional, national etc.) who should lead future activities and 
why?

The key stakeholders that can be referred to are what will be formed as co- 
operative Laboratories of Knowledge.
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